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Research Motivation
 Management scholars call for higher scrutiny of the role of context in management

theory development (Bamberger, 2008; Johns, 2006; Meyer, 2015)

 Emerging economies gain importance in the level of business activity, growth, and
impact on global trade and economics

 Russia is changing rapidly and has diverse economic development and rich
historical and cultural heritage

 Yet, compared to other emerging markets (e.g. China), management research on
Russia is scant and the management practices and business environment in
Russia remain underexplored

 Research gap: we still do not have a full appreciation of how and to what extent
contextualizing efforts contribute to the advancement of management theory
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Goal of the Literature Review

To explore the development of management research on 
Russia over the past 25 years:

- publication trends
- major themes
- theoretical perspectives and empirical strategies
- gaps, tensions, and directions to move forward

RQ: What has management research on Russia contributed 
to management theory?
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Typology of Context-Specific Management Studies
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Search Criteria

1. Key word: Russia*
2. Scopus database
3. Search in “Article title”, “Key words”, “Abstract”
4. Subject areas: “Business, Management and Accounting”, 

“Economics, Econometrics and Finance”
5. Years: 1992-2018 
6. Document type: Article
7. Language: English
8. Journals ranked in the ABS list

Sample size: 3941 publications
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Preliminary Screening

Every abstract was analyzed and then all articles were 
classified in 3 categories:

• Management studies on Russia
• Management studies, where Russia is one of the 

countries of interest 
• Not management studies and not about Russia
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Preliminary Screening
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The total number of articles by ABS category

Rank Number of articles For the analysis

A 258 83

B 821 184

C 1935 334

D 927 285

Total 3941 886



Analytical Procedure
• 83 research articles from A-level journals
• All articles were analyzed independently by 3 scholars
• Each rater classified the article by:

• Author(s)’ affiliation
• Article type – conceptual/empirical
• Theory(ies)
• Research strategy
• Data collection method
• Sample size
• Method of analysis
• Level of analysis (country, industry, firm, individual)
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Analytical Procedure

• After the thorough analysis 8 papers were excluded from the 
initial sample

• 4 studies turned out to be cross-country studies – moved to 
‘multi-country’ category

• 4 studies were excluded due to their “not management and 
not Russia” focus

• Final sample: 75 A-level papers
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Statistics A: Research Topics
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Research topic Number of articles %

Corporate governance 13 17,3
Entrepreneurship 11 14,7
Human resource management (HRM) and 
organizational culture 10 13,3

Business environment 10 13,3
Innovation (incl. R&D and technology) 7 9,3
International management 7 9,3
Organizational learning and management 
education 6 8,0

Finance and Accounting 5 6,7
Organizational change 3 4,0
Leadership 1 1,3
Marketing 1 1,3
Social responsibility 1 1,3
Total number 75



Categories Used for Coding and Reliability Analysis
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Category   Variables Results Krippendorff’s α Cohen's κ (averaged)
Affiliation Russian author(s) 0

Foreign author(s) 62
Joint publication 13
Total 75 0.88 0.88

Article type Conceptual 15
Empirical 60
Total 75 0.91 0.91

Research strategy Survey 27
Case-study 17
Ethnography 2
Descriptive 2
Other 12
Total 60 0.82 0.78

Data collection
method

Survey 11
Interview 10
Mixed 24
Open source 15
Observation 0
Other 0
Total 60 0.91 0.83

Level of analysis Country 17
Industry 4
Firm 38
Individual 16
Total 75 0 80 0 79



Typology of Context-Specific Management Studies
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Quadrant 1 (44 papers): Validation or Expansion of
Existing Theories

● 90% of papers are empirical
● Research focusing on testing the applicability of Western 

management theories to other contexts, namely Russian 
transforming economy

● The most popular theories being tested:
○ institutional theory (11 papers); 
○ organizational learning theory and human capital (6 papers); 
○ agency theory (5 papers); 
○ transaction cost theory (3 papers)

● Three types of research papers:
■ comparative studies – tested the applicability of different concepts and 

theories in Russia  (Fey & Denison, 2003)
■ performance-oriented studies – tested a variety of theorized predictors of 

organizational performance (Fey & Björkman, 2001)
■ moderating/mediating studies – focused on extending existing theories by 

adding new moderating or mediating variables into established 
relationships between concepts (May, Stewart Jr, & Sweo (2000)
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Quadrant 2 (16 papers): Reconceptualization of Existing 
Constructs/Concepts

● The papers use context to investigate how existing concepts differ 
when applied to the Russian context and how context can enrich 
our knowledge by re-conceptualizing existing concepts/constructs

● Most empirical papers applied a qualitative research methodology, 
predominantly case studies

● All the papers add context-specific understanding of the existing 
constructs/concepts in management, which enriches management 
theory in general, for example:
○ increased tax and regulatory burdens for small businesses (Kontorovich, 

1999);
○ continuing constriction of Russian civil space (Crotty, 2006);
○ the gaps between legislation and implementation (Barabashev & Straussman, 

2007);
○ anonymous ownership schemas (Chernykh, 2008);
○ interdependence between organizations and the state (Suhomlinova, 2007);
○ the importance of personal networks in Russian business (McCarthy and 

Puffer, 2008).
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Quadrant 3 (10 papers): Adding New Constructs/Concepts to Existing
Theories

● How the authors were able to develop new constructs/concepts, which are 
based on the specificity of the Russian context and cannot be otherwise covered 
by existing management concepts?

● The papers investigate phenomena unique to Russia and use the context to 
theorize in a form of adding new elements to existing theories

● Examples of new constructs/concepts specific to Russia:
○ ‘statization’ as a stage in a country’s development (McCarthy, Puffer, and Naumov, 

2000);
○ ‘state-managed network capitalism’ that consists of three forms of network capitalism 

– market, oligarchic, and siloviki capitalism (Puffer and McCarthy, 2007);
○ privatization policy reversal or ‘renationalization’ (Chernykh, 2011);
○ spacemen, or fly-by-night firms, created for tax evasion and managerial diversion 

purposes (Mironov, 2013);
○ De Vries (2001) distinguishes between authoritarian and authoritative leadership 

style;
○ ‘dispersed peer innovation’, which signifies a wide diffusion of innovation without any 

“orchestrated mechanism for embedding learning-by-using from a range of users to 
a generic design” (Hyysalo & Usenyuk, 2015: 573).
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Quadrant 4 (5 papers): Building a New Theory
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Author(s) Research Goal/Question Method What is a New Theory
McCarthy, & 
Puffer, 2003

To develop an integrative 
framework for analyzing corporate 
governance in Russia

Conceptual paper based on the 
analysis of open sources 

New integrative framework that 
includes environmental forces and 
stakeholders groups

Gilbert, & 
Cartwright, 
2008

To develop a framework for 
analyzing the process of Western 
aid-funded consultancy projects in 
Russia 

Multiple case-study research 
strategy (6 cases).

New theoretical framework that 
includes factorial fields influencing 
mutual learning and knowledge 
creation in Russian context

Koveshnikov et 
al., 2012

What are the organizational 
practices and how do Western 
multinationals utilize them when 
striving to succeed in today’s 
Russia?

Multiple case-study research 
strategy (2 cases)

New theoretical framework for 
successful practices, internalization 
mechanisms, and outcomes in 
Western MNCs operating in Russia

Doern, & Goss, 
2014

What role do negative emotions 
play in the social process of 
entrepreneurship?

Semi-structured interviews with 
18 entrepreneurs in 
St.Petersburg 

New theoretical model of the 
processes captured by social 
interactions 

Mihailova, 2015 To develop a measurement model 
for assessment of the 
performance implications of joint 
venture learning for local parent 
firm in transition economy

Multiple case-study research 
strategy (5 cases)

New theoretical framework that 
includes two-phase approach 
combining operational and long-term 
measures for assessment of JV 
learning outcomes at the local parent 
firm in a transition economy



 The common ways of validation and expansion of existing theories in 
studies focused on Russia – either the uniqueness of the Russian 
context as an economy in transition, or the novelty and richness of data 
collected in Russia to test previously developed theoretical propositions.

 There is a tendency towards more complex theoretical frameworks 
combining several theoretical perspectives in order to contribute to 
existing stock of knowledge in a field.

 Russian-context-centered studies have offered the opportunity to re-
conceptualize existing constructs/concepts in entrepreneurship, 
corporate governance, human resource practices and business 
environment fields.

 The uniqueness of Russian context provide valuable insights to existing 
theoretical thinking by opening the possibility of new concepts 
development.

 ‘Building new theory’ papers create ‘propositional theories’ through the 
formulation of propositions about relationships between variables and 
incorporating the Russian context into these relationships.

Findings
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Limitations and Future research directions
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 Analysis is limited to 4 and 4* academic journals (ABS list) We 
conducted additional analysis of 3 star academic papers and found 
the similar pattern in terms of papers’ distribution Further 
research may expand the analysis to lower level journals

 Published language – English Expand research to Russian 
management journals and/or compare international and Russian 
research

 There is a call for more contextualized studies on management in 
other countries like China, India or Brazil to advance management 
theory ahead



Thank you!
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Thank you for your attention!
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